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H . Cnacoe - 8'bpweq u CAueHuqa - HOBble MecmoHa
xo:>~eoeHuR 6U/IAO<JjpaHKCKOU no:JBOHO'IIIOU <JjayHbl UJ 
5oAt?apuu (maKcouoMu•tecKuu cocmae, 6uocmpamu
t?pa¢ull u KAUMamoxpoHollot?Uil). Hccne.nosaubl .nse 
HOBOOTKpb!Tble 6oraTbie MeCTOH3XO)I(,lleHHll BHJIJ1a
$paHKCKOH nOJBOHO'IHOH $ayHbl H3 lionrapHH - 8blpweu 
u Cnusuuua. OuH npe.ncnBnliJOT co6oii .nsa $ayuHCTH
'IeCKHX KOMnJieKCa, uenocpe.llCTBeHHO CJie.llyJOUlHe O.llHH 
33 .npyrHM 80 BpeMeHH. 

Bb!pweu - nOJ.llHennHOUeHOBOe MeCTOH3XO)I(,lleHHe. no 
csoeii $ayue ouo .non)I(HO 6biTb OTueceuo K 6uoxpouono
rH'IeCKOH Joue MNQ 17, KOTOPyJO MO)I(HO no.npaJ.nenHTb 
ua .nse nocne.noaaTenbHble no.nJOHbl. <I>ayua sepoJITHO 
6onee pauuxll 'leM B penepuoM MecTouaxo)l(,lleHHH St. -
Vallier. Oua HBC'IHTbiBaeT 6onee I 00 Taxcouos n03BOHO'I
HbiX H cpe.nH HHx 18 BH.llOB Macromammalia. <I>ayuucTH
'IeCKHH KOMnneKc npe.nnonaraeT M03aH'IRhrii nau.nwa$T 
OTKpbiTbiX npOCTp3HCTB H necOB HJIH OTKpbiTbiH 
(.,napKOBbiH") THD JieC08. 8 KJIHM3TOCTpaTHrp3$H'IeCKOM 
oTuoweHHH <Payua nona.naeT 8 SCTI2 HJIH B uaqane 
SCTII. 

MecToHaxO)I(.lleHHe CnH8HHUa OTHOCHTCJI K caMOMY 
Kouuy nnuoueua. Ero $ayua, uac'IHTbl8aJOUUUI 19 8H.ll08 
Macromammalia, npHypo'IHBaeT 8 TO )l(e 8peMx ero K 
uaqany JOHbl MNQI8, KOTopyJO TO)I(e MO)I(HO no.npaJ.ne
JIHTb ua no.nJOHbl. Oua cooTBeTCTByeT no speMeuu npo
Me)l(yTO'IHOMY nOXOJIO,llaHHIO B paMKax lieperOBCKOfO 
noTenneHHR, nona.na10mee 8 cynepKJIHMaTeMy SCT 10. 
npeo6na.nauHe Bovidae, THnH'IHbiX .llJlll OTKpb!TbiX npo
crpaHCTB, C8H,lleTeJ1bCTByeT 0 6onee apH.llHOM KJIHMaTe 
'leM 80 8peMeuu 8blpweu. CnH8HHUa BMeCTe co Seneze 
.naJOT nep8bie HH.llHKaUHH o Murpauuu Canis s. str. c 
80CTOKa 8 Espony, KOTopaR B ua'lane nneiicToueua 
pacnpOCTpaHHJiaCb Ha 60J1bWYIO TeppHTOpHIO. 8 TOM )l(e 
8peMeHH CnH8HHua nnxeTcll 8epouuo u caMbiM pau
HHM MeCTOH3XO)I(,lleHHeM, OTpa)l(aJOUlHM HaCTynneuue 
Panthera S. str. Ha KOHTHHeHT. 

Abstract. Two recently discovered rich Bulgarian 
localities have been studied and described as localities of 
Villafranchian fauna - Varshets and Slivnitsa. They 
represent two faunistic complexes immediately succeeding 
one another in time. 

Varshets is a Late Pliocene locality. After its fauna it 
ought to be referred to the biochronological zone MNQ 17, 
that may be subdivided into two successive subzones. It 
seems that the fauna of this locality is earlier than that of 
the marker locality St.-Vallier. The fauna of Varshets 
numbers more than 100 taxa of vertebrates, including 18 
species ofMacromammalia. The faunistic complex presu
pposes a mosaic landscape of open spaces and forests or 
an open ("park") type of forests. After the climato-stra
tographic subdivision, the f~una falls at SCTI2, or even 
more probably, at the beginning of SCTil . 

The locality of Slivnitsa refers to the the very end of 
the Pliocene and the Late Villafranchian. The fauna con
sisting of 19 species of Macromammalia too, times it to 
the beginning of the zone MNQ 18, which probably ought 
to be also divided into subzones - MNQ 18a = Seneze Unit 
(Final Pliocene) and MNQ18b = Olivola Unit (probably 
Earliest Pleistocene). The time of this fauna corresponds 
to the intermediate cooling during the Beregovka warming 
that falls on the superclimatheme SCTI 0. The predomi
nance of Bovidae, that are typical of the open spaces, in
dicates more acidic climate than Varshets. Slivnitsa and 
Seneze are the earliest localities where the first migration 
wave of Canis s.str. has appeared from the east. This wave 
having been spread in most regions of Europe at the begin
ning of the Pleistocene. It seems that Slivnitsa is also the 
earliest locality reflecting the appearance of the genus 
Panthera on the continent. 

Spassov, N. - Varshets and Slivnitsa - new localities of Villafranchian vertebrate fauna from 
Bulgaria (taxonomic composition, biostratigraphy and climatochronology).- Geologica Bale., 27, 
1-2; 83-90. 
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Introduction 

State of study of the Villafranchian fauna 
on the Balkans and in Bulgaria 

The study of the Villafranchian faunistic com
plexes on the Balkans and in Bulgaria is of great 
s'\gnificance for elucidating the origin and the 
Q)evelopment of this fauna in Europe. The con
linental Villafranchian fauna is transitional one 
by its character. It reflects the considerable zoo
coenological transformations and the radical 
change of the forms during the transition from 
the heat-loving (thermophilous) Pliocene fauna 
to the cold-loving typical Pleistocene fauna. The 
zoogeographic position of Bulgaria in the zone 
of migrations between Europe, Asia and even 
Africa shows that new findings of fauna are of 
particular interest. 

Until now, the Villafranchian mammal fauna 
in Southeastern Europe and especially on the 
Balkans has not been well studied. In Romania 
some localities of Villafranchian mammal fauna 
have been registered and have gained a wide 
popularity (Samson, Radulesco, 1963, 1965; 
Samson, 1990; Tobien, .1970; Terzea, Jurcsak, 
1976). On the Balkans such fauna has been found 
mainly in Greece - in a limited number of 
localities (Sickenberg, 1988; Symeonidis et al., 
1985-1986; Steensma, 1988; Symeonidis, 1992; 
Koufos et al., 1991; Koufos 1993). A Plio-Pleis
tocene fauna is also known in former Jugoslavia 
(Malez, 1985). 

In Bulgaria, despite of the appropriate geo
morphologic prerequisites, almost no Villafran
chian vertebrate faunal complexes have been 
registered. Some isolated and not precisely dated 
findings of Proboscidea might have a Villafran
chian age. Early to Middle Villafranchian age 

Fig. l. Position of the localities Varshets and Slivnitsa 
(Bulgaria) 
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may be supposed for the locality of Anancus 
arvernensis near the village of Trustenik (Rouse 
District), dated by XaJisa,ZJ;:>KHeB (1970) as 
Levantian. Probably the same is concerned to 
some other episodic findings of this species that 
were described in the monograph by liaKaJIOB, 
HHKOJIOB (1962), for example those from Vul
chedrum, the village of Ostrov and the town of 
Biala Slatina, dated as Levantian. The findings 
of Archidiskodon meridionalis from Gorna Me
shtitsa and Dolno Lineevo (Lorn District) , Be
lanitsa (Radomir District), Galovo (Oriahovo 
District) and Liubenova Mahala (Nova Zagora 
District), determined by liaKaJIOB, HHKOJIOB 
(1964) and noted as Elephas meridionalis, ought 
to have a Villafranchian age, too. The only Villa
franchian (Late Villanian) faunistic complex of 
a vertebrate fauna has been found in the cave 
Temnata Doupka (bore hole - IV) (llanos, 
1991 ). However, only Micromammalia have been 
reported there. Until now any faunistic complex 
of large mammals has not been registered, nor 
studied. 

This paper presents data on the first Bulgarian 
localities, consisting of a Villafranchian Macro
mammalian complexes and of rich and various 
terrestrial vertebrate fauna (Fig.l ). 

The taxonomic determinations of the family 
Bovidae have been made by N. Spassov and E. 
Cregut-Bonnoure (Museum d'Histoire Naturelle 
- Avignon) (Spassov, Cregut-Bonnoure, in press). 

Locality Varshets 

Short description and geological data 

The locality is situated at 6 km to the northeast 
of the town of Varshets (Northwest Bulgaria), 
in the locality Kanarata (the area of the old 
vineyards) on the left bank of Botunia River. 

It represents the rest of a diaclasic cavern, 
formed in massive grey-white to tawny coloured 
Upper Jurasssic (most probably Tithonian) lime
stones. At the place of excavation of 1988-1994, 
the mentioned diaclasic form attains more than 
2 m in depth and maximum 80 em in width. At 
the moment it is difficult to say if the material 
has been secondarily redeposited and if it con
tinues in depth. The walls of the cave (according 
to the unpublished data ofM. Bohme, University 
of Leipzig) are covered at several places with 3 
em thick aragonite and calcite with a layered 
texture, with an alternation of dark layers (con
taining more iron and manganese) and light lay
ers. The filling matter of the cavern consists of 
clay terra-rossa, including fossil bones. 



Fauna 

Specific feature of the locality is the combined 
existence of amphibians, reptiles, birds, large and 
small mammals. Up to now, the vertebrate fau
na, besides the large mammals (Table 1), num
bers at least 7 species of amphibians and reptiles 

Tablet 
Check-list of the Villafranchian large mammals from 
the sites Varshets and Slimitsa (Bulgaria) 

(V- Varshets; S - Slivnitsa) 

TAXA 
CARNIVORA: 
Canidae: 
Canis ex gr. etruscus Major, 1877 
Vulpes alopecoides F. Major, 1877 
Vulpes cf. alopecoides 
Nyctereutes cf. tingi Tedford et Qiu, 1991 
Ursidae: 
Ursus minimus D. de Chabriol et Bouillet, 1827-

Ursus etruscus Cuv., 1823 
Mustelidae: 
M artes wenzensiss Stach, 1959 - M artes vetus 
Kretzoi, 1942 
Pannonictis ardea (Bravard, 1828) 
Vormela petenyii Kretzoi, 1942 
Baranoga1e nov. sp. 
Metes thorali Viret, 1951 
Lutrinae gen. 
Hyaenidae: 
Pliocrocuta perrieri (Croizet et Jobert, 1828) 
Hyaenidae gen (non P. brevirostris) 
Felidae: 
Lynx issiodorensis issiodorensis (Croizet et 
Jobert, 1828) 
Panthera cf. gombaszoegensis (Kretzoi, 1938) 
afT. Viretaiiurus schaubi (Hemmer, 1964) 
Acinonyx pardinensis Croizet et Jobert, 1828 
Homotherium crenatidens (Fabrini. 1890) 
ARTIODACTYLA: 
Cervidae: 

SITES 

s 
v 
s 
v 

v 

v 
v 
v 
v 
V+S 
s 

v 
s 

v 
s 
v 
v 
s 

cf. Cervus philisi Schaub, 1941 V 
Cervus philisi- ~oama" nestii S 
Euc/adoceros senezensis cf. vireti Heintz, 1970 V 
Eucladoceros cf. senezensis ? senezensis 
(Deperet, 191 0) S 
Cervidae gen. et sp. indet. V 
Bovidae: 
Gazellospira cf. torticornis (Aymard, 1854) S 
Gazellospira sp. V 
Procamptoceras cf. brivatense Schaub, 1923 S 
Ga/logora/ meneghinii (Rutirneyer, 1878) S 
Pliotragus cf. ardeus (Deperet, 1883) S 
Mega/ovis atT. /atifrons Schaub, 1923 V 
M egalovis sp. S 
Hemitragus sp. nov. S 
Ovis sp. S 
Bovidae gen. et sp. indet.- I S 
Bovidae gen. et sp. indet.- II S 
PERISSODACTYLA: 
Equidae: 
Equus stenonis vireti Prat, 1964 V 
Equus cf. stenonis Cocchi, 1867 S 

(M. Bohme, personal communication), 51 spe
cies of birds (Z. Boev, 1995) and more than 30 
species of Micromammalia (V. Popov -per
sonal communication). With its 110 or more re
gistered taxa of land vertebrates, this locality 
seams to be the richest one of the known Villaf
ranchian localities in Europe. 

The large mammals number 18 species with 
about 1 000 fragments, 80 % of which are deter
minable to one or another extent. The remains 
of Bovidae and Equidae altogether do not rep
resent more than 5-6 % of the number of the 
Cervidae remains. Some rare carnivores are of 
peculiar interest, for example: an unknown pri
mitive dwarf species of the genus Baranogale; 
remains of 3 or 4 individuals of cheetahs -A. 
pardinensis (predominating among the carnivo
res by the number of the remains); a presumable 
finding of Viretai/urus schaubi (= Panthera 
schaubl) - probably the third or the forth one 
from this species known up to now. This finding 
consists of two hum era of Pantherinae cats with 
the dimensions of a small leopard. They do not 
belong to any of known Plio-Pleistocene forms. 
They show a similarity with Uncia and are closest 
to the Panthera but with some archaic pecu
liarities. Several teeths of M egalovis, similar to 
those of the holotype M. latifrons from Seneze, 
show this genus having appeared into the Bal
kans as early as MNQ17. 

Biostratigraphic analysis of the fauna 

The mammal megafauna of the locality Varshets 
shows an evident similarity to the faunas of loca
lities, typical of the zone MNQ17, such as Saint
Vallier (marker of the zone MNQ17), Chilhac 
(France), La Puebla de Valverde (Spain), and 
others. Despite of almost the identical fauna in 
St.-Vallier and Puebla de Valverde, some 
differences are observed between them with 
respect to the percentage of predominating 
forest or steppe elements. In St.-Vallier the forest 
elements nearly attain the number of the steppe 
ones, this fact indicating steppes crossed by 
forest massifs (Debard et al., 1994). In P. de 
Valverde the steppe species are predominating 
and indicate more aridic landscape (Gautier, 
Heintz, 1974). The absolute age of St.-Vallier 
was calculated at 2 Ma (Debard et al., 1994). In 
view of the ecological interpretation of the 
natural environment in P. de Valverde, this lo
cality ought to be considered, a little later one 
than St.-Vallier. It may be placed (Fig. 2) at the 
beginning of the intermediate cooling of Meria 
(SCT1 0, after Zubakov, Borzenkova, 1990) du
ring the Beregovka warming (see next chapter). 
From the point of view of the ecological inter
pretation of the landscape, Varshets is more alike 
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to St.-Vallier and Chilhac than toP. de Valverde 
(see next chapter). The faunistic peculiarities 
give reason to consider that, in the frame of 
MNQ17, Varshets presents an earlier faunistic 
complex than St.-Vallier (Fig. 2) : 
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Fig. 2. Correlation of the climatic and faunistic events of 
the Late Pliocene and the early Pleistocene in Southern 
Europe (viewpoint of the present author) 
Columns 1-11: climato-stratigraphic table for Europe -
superciimathemes (SCT). their correlation with the 
magnitostratigraphic table and the calculated absolute age 
(by Zubakov, Borzenkova, 1990, with recent data on the 
Plio-Pleistocene boundary). 
Column III: Mammalian biozones of Guerin for the Plio
Pleistocene in Europe (with some additions and 
corrections) 
Column IV: Subdivision of the Villafranchian 
Column V: Most known West European localities of 
Villafranchian mammal fauna. (Correlation of 1-V ·taking 
into account the papers by Azzaroli, 1983; Bonfay, 1990; 
Bruijn et al., 1992; Debart et al., 1994; Duvernois, Guerin, 
1989; Eisenmann et al., 1983; Eisenmann, 1995; Guerin, 
1990; Guerin, Faure, 1982; Steininger et al., 1990; 
Tchernov, Guerin. 1986; Tore et al., 1993; Zubakov, 
Borzenkova. 1990 etc.; the position of Le Coupet, Chilhac 
and Seneze after Boeuf, in press and personal 
communication) 
Position ofVarshets and Slivnitsa after data and considera
tions in this paper. The stratigraphic positions of the locali
ties Roccaneyra and Varshets are not precisely indicated 
and are presented within probable ranges. 
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1. The finding of Gasellospira sp. (more 
primitive than G. torticomis). An identical fmding 
has been established by the author in the locality 
Roccaneyra too (collection of the U niversite de 
Lyon - nondescribed material). This French 
locality with disputable age is placed recently 
at the beginning or at least in the first half of the 
Middle VIllafranchian and of the zone MNQ17. 
After some authors, its place is even at the end of 
MNQ 16. (Steininger et al., 1990; Bonifay, 1990, 
and others) . 

2. The presence of N. cf. tingi, less specialised 
than N. megamastoides has been recently descri
bed from China (Tedford, Qiu, 1991). It reaches 
there up to the end of the chron Gauss, i.e. to 
the end of the Early Villafranchian. 

The finding from Varshets is the only one 
found outside China until now. It seems that 
this species reached Southeastern Europe and 
remained there till later as a relict population. 
These findings place Varshets, most probably, 
in the first half of the zone MNQ17 (Fig. 2). 

Interpretation of the natural environment on 
the basis of the faunistic analysis 

In Varshets the remains of deers are 3/4 of all 
Macromammalia. The considerable predomi
nance of the deer by the number of the bones 
and the number of individuals among the fauna 
of ungulates indicates rather intense deve
lopment of the forest and forest-steppe lan
dscapes. The presence -of rather wide open 
spaces is certain too (presence of E. stenonis, 
Gazellospira sp., A. pardinensis and others). Pro
bably we may suppose a mosaic distribution of 
the forest and the open landscapes, depending 
on the relief and the presence of river valleys, 
and also a park type ("savannah type") of open 
forests. The open forests and shrubberries are 
also confirmed by the fauna of birds, among 
which the birds of the open spaces are 63% of 
the number of the forest birds, and in addition, 
the pheasants are predominating (Boev, 1995a, 
1995b). 

Climatochronology and attempt for a recon
struction of the palaeoclimate 

The age that we give ofVarshets (supposed clo
ser to or later than Roccaneyra and earlier than 
Saint-Vallier and Chilhac) places it most pro
bably into the superclimatheme SCT12 or at the 
beginning of SCTll, according to the clima
tochronological subdivision of the European 
Pliocene by Zubakov, Borzenkova (1990). 

I. There is an option according to which Var
shets most probably falls on the very beginning 
of the superclimatheme SCT11 (warming), view 



of he fact that its fauna shows both steppe and 
relatively well presented forest elements. The 
fauna of the locality shows a considerably larger 
percentage of deer than in Roccaneyra (see 
Bonifay, 1982). Such a peculiarity of the latter 
locality gives reason to place Roccaneyra a little 
later than the beginning of SCT12 (Fig. 2). To a 
certain extent this supposition is in accordance 
with some new data (Bonifay, 1990) about its 
absolute age. According to these recent data, 
Roccaneyra has an age of 2.35 - 2 Ma. The 
faunistic data and the palaeoclimatic analysis 
give grounds to consider that only the earliest 
dates may be taken into account. By referring 
this locality to the beginning of SCT12, the 
predominance of the steppe elements may be 
explained by the dry and moderate climate in 
the second phase of cooling Siver. If Varshets is 
referred to SCTll, that would coincide with the 
beginning of the Beregovka warming in Ukraine, 
embracing SCTII-9. During that time on the 
North Black Sea coast the forest steppe soils 
changed to red savannah soils. There was a 
significant development of the forest vegetation 
(probably open forests) with a predominance of 
the oaks and with several subtropical elements. 
The annual precipitations were 700-800 mm 
(the annual precipitations in Bulgaria being at 
present 500-700 mm). The summer 
temperatures on the North Black Sea coast 
reached 24°C, i.e. the same as in North Bulgaria 
at present. The winter temperatures were with 
4-5°C higher than are now (Zubakov, Bor
zenkova, 1990). Taking into account the present 
relations of the climate~ in the mentioned regions 
(ronbu6epr, 1972), the climate in Bulgaria at 
that time is supposed to have been very close to 
the cited one. The humidity and winter tempe
ratures were a little higher. 

II. According to the second option, Varshets 
probably falls at SCT12, i.e. at the end of the 
mentioned Siver cooling (SCT14-12). The soils 
in Ukraine were dry steppe and brown forest
steppe ones. The steppe and forest-steppe lan
dscapes are predominating (Zubakov, Borzen
kova, 1990). It is worth noteworthy that the typi
cal savannah and steppe landscapes are formed 
at annual precipitations below 600 mm. We 
could suppose that the climate in North Bulgaria 
at that time has been more humid than on the 
North Black Sea Coast. It was hardly more hu
mid than the climate in Bulgaria at present (pro
bably at the lower limit of the present humidity), 
but the precipitations were concentrated within 
the warm season. The summer temperatures 
might have been lower than the present ones, 
but the winter ones were higher, and not des
cending below 0°C. 

Locality Slivnitsa 

Short description and geological data 

The locality represents a former cave (karstic 
cavern in Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous 
limestones belonging to the Slivnitsa Formation) 
in a limestone quarry. The quarry is situated in 
a hilly karstic area at 30 km to the west from 
Sofia, on the hill "Koziaka" just to the west 
from Slivnitsa town. The bones come from the 
former cave, having been discovered and later 
destroyed by the exploitation of the quarry. The 
fossils were collected not in situ but from the 
old waste dump where they had been thrown 
out together with the terra-rossa from the cave 
fill. The uniform dispersion of the same micro
and macromammalia species all over the terra 
rossa dump, the same degree of fossilization of 
the bones and the homogeneity of the faunistic 
complex from the biostratigraphic viewpoint give 
grounds to accept that all the fossils from the 
former karstic cave are chronologically of the 
same age. The former cave is confirmed by the 
occurrence of fragments of stalactons and of 
calcium-carbonate crust with more than 8 em 
width. 

Fauna 

The mammal megafauna was studied on the 
basis of more than 750 determinable bone frag
ments. Besides large mammals (Table I), the 
fauna consists ofMicromammalia and birds. After 
Z. Boev (personal communication), the birds 
remains are of 20 species belonging to the orders: 
Falkoniformes, Ciconiiformes, Galliformes, 
Passeriformes. Most impressive 'fact is the 
accumulation of Bovidae (at least 9 species) and 
Carpinae (at least 7 species), practically of all the 
genera known from that time in Europe. The 
mentioned Artiodactyla are distinctly dominating 
over the Cervidae in the number of remains. 

Biostratigraphic analysis of the fauna 

Varshets and Slivnitsa strongly differ in respect 
to the represented species. These differences are 
due to biostratigraphical and ecological reasons. 
Both localities coincide mainly in respect to 
some carnivores species and that is explained 
by the stronger euribiontity of most of the 
carnivores. 

The fauna of Slivnitsa shows a similarity with 
that of some West European localities from the 
beginning of the Pleistocene, such as the sites of 
the Olivola unit and Seneze. This similarity is 
stronger with the French locality Seneze (Spa-
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ssov, 1995), which has a disputable stratigraphic 
position. There is a wide-spread opinion that it 
must be timed just at the beginning of the 
Pleistocene. Seneze is considered to be a marker 
locality for the mammal zone MNQ18, i.e. for 
the beginning of the Late Villafranchian (Guerin, 
1982). Though, some contradictions instigated 
some authors to accept two levels in the locality 
- the end of the Pliocene and the beginning of 
the Pleistocene (Schaub, 1944; V. Eisenmann -
personal communication). The most recent 
analysis defined Seneze as one of the localities 
of the final Pliocene (Torre et al., 1993; Boeuf, 
in press), though that is not in contradiction with 
its position in the zone MNQ18 (Duvernois, 
Guerin, 1989). The data on the micro- and mac
romammalia from Slivnitsa (see below) give 
grounds to support the opinion (Tchernov, 
Guerin, 1986) that this zone seems to come since 
the end of the Pliocene and not since the 
beginning of the Pleistocene (see fig. 2 ). 

The analysis on the rich in specimens rodent 
fauna from Slivnitsa shows the absence of true 
(hypsodont) voles, the absence of Allophayomys 
p/ioccnicus, M. dcucalion and Lagurus arankae 
and the presence of an evolutionary stage of 
M ;,nomys torncnsis corresponding probably to 
a time just before the Plio-Pleistocene boundary 
(V. Popov, personal communication). By such 
a statement. the locality of Slivnitsa is timed 
better to the Late Pliocene than to the beginning 
of the Pleistocene, but as it seems, in any case 
below the level of Olivola. This fact, as well as 
the characteristics of the mammal megafauna 
(the predominance of Bovidae over the Cervi
dae, the presence of the genera Panthera s.str. 
and Canis s. str.) give reason to accept rather 
close limits of time, in which the fauna of this 
locality may be fixed (Fig. 2). Meanwhile, this 
fact shows that the faunistic events, having been 
usually accepted as characteristic ones for the 
beginning of the Pleistocene in Europe (Bonifay, 
1990; Turner, 1992), really begin still from the 
end of Pliocene time, especially in the eastern 
part of the continent. Such events are the intense 
development of the fauna ofBovidae (Caprinae) 
and its predomination over the Cervidae, as well 
as the appearance of the genera Panthera s.str. 
and Canis s.str. on the continent from south
east. The faunistic similarity between the loca
lities Slivnitsa and Seneze shows once more that 
the fauna typical ofSeneze ("Seneze faunal unit,. 
by Torre et al., 1992) ought to be timed to the 
end of the Pliocene (and in the same time in the 
beginning of the late Villafranchian). The "phy
siognomic" differences between the faunas of 
the "St.-Vallier Unit" (including Varshets) and 
the "Seneze Unit" (including Slivnitsa) are 
greater than between the latter faunistic asso-
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ciations and the faunas of the beginning of the 
Pleistocene. Within the period between St.-Va
llier /Varshets and Seneze/ Slivnitsa the ari
dization brought to the above mentioned mass 
invasion of Bovidae (Caprinae) and, as it seams 
of carnivores typical for the open spaces, such 
as the modern wolf-like Canis ex.gr. etruscus and 
Canis "senezensis" as well as Panthera gombaszo
egensis (see Tore et al., 1992, and our data, cited 
in this paper). Within the time between Seneze 
and Olivola only the general aspect of this more 
typically "steppe" fauna has set in by the appe
arance of several species (for example Pachy
crocuta brevirostris). We could restrict the fauna 
of Slivnitsa/Seneze as a biozone MNQ18-A, 
while that of Olivola (about 1.7 m.y. -6.4 m.y.
sea Azzaroli, 1983; Bonifay, 1990; Torre et al., 
1993) more probably as a MNQ18-B. In the 
MNQ 19, we may include Tasso faunal unit 
(Fig.2). 

The locality Slivnitsa and the early migration 
of Canis and Panthera 

Until now the earliest findings of C. etruscus have 
been known from Olivola. According to the above 
cited considerations, • we may assume that the 
finding of the fragmentary remains of Canis gr. 
ctruscus in Slivnitsa are the earliest presence of 
Canis s. str. (coyotejwolf-like Canis) in Europe, 
together with C. "senezensis" (?=C. amensis) from 
Seneze. (It seams that the remains of the 
representatives of "Canis" from the Early Pliocene 
in Europe refer to another kindred and more 
primitive genus Eucyon - R. Tedford, Amer. Mus. 
Nat. Hist., in lit.). Beside that, we note in Slivnitsa 
the earliest presence of Panthera (femur and tibia 
of P. cf. gombaszoegensis) in Slivnitsa. P. 
gombaszoegensis has been noted in Tegelen (2.2-
1.7 Ma), but it seams to originate from the overlying 
beds (Turner, 1992). The earliest reliable finding 
of this carnivore till now comes from Olivola, 
Italy (the beginning of the Early Pleistocene) (Torre 
et al., 1992). That gives reason to consider that 
some migration events were possible, though a little 
easier, to the Eastern or the Southeastern Europe. 

Interpretation of the natural environment on 
the basis of the faunistic analysis 

Among the fauna of Slivnitsa, unlike that of 
Varshets, Bovidae (especially Caprinae) are 
considerably predominant over the deer - both 
by the number of the bones and the number of 
the individuals as well as by the number ·or the 
taxa. That shows the domination of the open 
landscape in the hilly area of West Bulgaria at 
that time. Such a supposition is confirmed by 
the data on the ornithofauna, among which the 



most numerous representatives are of the genera: 
Corvus, Pyrrhocorax, Pica (Z. Boev- personal 
communication), i.e. the genera typical for the 
open spaces. 

Climatochronology and attempt for the 
reconstruction of the palaeoclimate 

The above biostratigraphic analysis shows that 
Slivnitsa is later than Le Coupet, St.- Vallier and 
La P. de Valverde and earlier than Olivola. 
Therefore, it ought to fall most probably on the 
superclimatheme SCTl 0 by Zubakov, Bor
zenkova (Fig. 2). Thus, as it seams, Slivnitsa falls 
also on the short-term cooling, known in Georgia 
as the cooling Meria within the frame of the 
Beregovka warming. The cooling Meria (2 - 1.82 
Ma) coincides with the superclimatheme SCT1 0 
(by Zubacov, Borzenkova, 1990). In Slivnitsa the 
temperatures were probably li~~ those in 
Varshets (option II) under conditions of the 
continuing aridization of the landscape. There 
are data showing that the Meria cooling has been 
accompanied by a water-freshening of the Black 
Sea, which might be a result of a short-term clo
sing of the Bosporus. The faunistic contact with 
Asia Minor might be one of the causes for the 
great accumulation of species of Ca~rinae. in 
Slivnitsa at that time, and also from this region 
to Seneze - nearly at the same time and in si
milar landscapes. That would just give an expla
nation to the first migration wave of genera Canis 
s.str. and Panthera from the east to Slivnitsa since 
the beginning of the SCT1 0. 

So far as Varshets and Slivnitsa are the nearly 
disposed and both have a ~i~il~r h~lly ~n~ro
nment, the more intense andiZation m Shvnitsa 
ought to be connected mainly with the climatic
landscape changes in the time. 

Conclusion 

The vertebrate fauna (including the mammal 
megafauna) in Varshets and Sl~vnitsa sho~s an 
exceptional abunda~ce of species. That giV~s a 
possibility to elucidate the morpholog1~al 
evolution and the taxonomy of a number of Plio
Pleistocene taxa. A description of a new dwarf
species of the genera Baranogale is forth-coming 
from Varshets. The faunistic findings are im
portant from the zoogeographic ~nd the biostra
tigraphic point of view. The findmg of Nyctere
uters cf. tingi from this site is the latest and the 
single one out of Central Asia up to now (the 
species is present probably also in Calta, Turkey 
in older Ruscinian deposits by the opinion of L. 
Ginsburg, personal communication). The fauna 
of the locality Slivnitsa shows that the so-called 
"Canis and Panthera events" in Southeastern 
Europe, and probably in all Europe, appeared 
12 

still at the end of the Pliocene and not at the 
beginning of the Pleistocene. The zoogeographic 
position of Slivnitsa is one of the preconditions 
for the appearance of such an abundant fauna 
and especially of Caprinae. 

Though relatively similar in faunistic respect, 
Varshets and Slivnitsa considerably differ one 
from another in the presented species. This 
differences are conditioned by ecological and 
chronological factors. Some carnivores in the 
two sites coincide and that is due to the better 
expressed euribiontity of most carnivores. 

The faunistic complex of Varshets (the first 
half of MNQ17) and Slivnitsa (the beginning of 
MNQ 18, the final Pliocene) mark the successive 
development of the fauna and the natural envi
ronment of the Balkans at the end of the Plio
cene. These COJUplexes follow nearly imme
diately one another in the time and give a rare 
opportunity to retrace the faunistic and lan
dscape changes. 

Our data on the natural environment of Var
shets and Slivnitsa after the mammal megafauna 
correspond at a great extent to the foregoing 
climatic comparisons and considerations. Both 
the indirect climate-landscape data (by analogy) 
and the analysis of the fauna of Varshets show 
relatively a warm (with Mediterranean elements) 
to a moderate climate, in a forest-steppe mosaic 
landscape or an open, park-type forests, similar 
in appearance to the recent forest savannah. In 
Slivnitsa the aridization increased and the open 
spaces became dominant. 
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